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CMEA Bay Section Meeting Schedule 2015–2016
Please note: It is extremely important to the viability of the organization that board members be present  

at all scheduled meetings. Dinner is provided following the meetings.

Wednesday September 2  Chabot-Bldg. 700 Exec. 3:45pm Full Board 4:30pm
Wednesday  October 7 Chabot-Bldg. 700 Exec. 3:45pm Full Board 4:30pm
Wednesday November 4 Chabot-Bldg. 700 Exec. 3:45pm Conference Committee 4:30pm
Wednesday December 2 Chabot-Bldg. 700 Exec. 3:45pm Conference Committee 4:30pm
Thursday January 7 Chabot-Bldg. 700 Full Board Conference Set Up 4:00pm
Friday/Saturday January 8/9 Chabot-Bldg. 700 Full Board Winter Conference

All Board members are expected to attend the conference. Board members are provided with  
a complimentary room (shared – double occupancy) at the conference hotel.

Wednesday  February 3 San Ramon Valley HS Exec. 3:45pm Festival Committee 4:30pm
Wednesday  March 2 San Ramon Valley HS Exec. 3:45pm Festival Committee 4:30pm
Wednesday  April 6 San Ramon Valley HS Exec. 3:45pm Festival Committee 4:30pm
Wednesday  May 4 San Ramon Valley HS Exec. 3:45pm Festival Committee 4:30pm
Sunday  June 5 TBD Exec. 12:30pm Special Reps 2:00pm 
    Full Board 2:30pm
Full Board: All Board Members

Executive Board: President, President-Elect, Past-President, Secretary, Executive Treasurer, Executive Secretary, 
Adjudication Director.

Conference Committee: President, President-Elect, Past-President, Secretary, Executive Treasurer, Executive 
Secretary, Adjudication Director, Public Relations Rep, Tempo Editor, Webmaster, Band, Choral, Jazz, and 
Orchestra Reps/Assistants, Classroom/General Music Rep, Higher Education Rep, Music and Technology Rep, 
Multicultural Rep, Medals Rep, Student NAfME Rep, and Conference Host.

Festival Committee: President, President-Elect, Past-President, Secretary, Executive Treasurer, Executive 
Secretary, Adjudication Director, Large Group and Solo-Ensemble Coordinators/Assistants, Band, Choral, Jazz,  
and Orchestra Reps, Medals Rep, Public Relations Rep, Tempo Editor, Webmaster, and Area Reps/Assistants.

Chabot College is at 25555 Hesperian Blvd. Hayward, CA 94545 
SRVHS is at 501 Danville Blvd. Danville, CA 94526

CMEA Bay Section Tempo Deadlines 2015–2016
Wednesday July 22 Tempo Volume 1 (Back-to-School)
Wednesday November 11 Tempo Volume 2 (Winter Conference Preview)
Wednesday November 11 Winter Conference Program Schedule
Wednesday December 9 Winter Conference Performance Programs

CMEA Bay Section 2016 Conference Dates
The 2016 CMEA Bay Section Winter Conference will be held at Chabot College in Hayward, California on  
Friday, January 8 and Saturday, January 9. 
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“The Only Thing That Is Constant 
Is Change” (Heraclitus)

Welcome to a new school year of 
music making with your students! 
The CMEA Bay Section Board 

has been working hard this past year and 
over the summer making some significant 
changes in our festivals. You will find all of 
the information you need in this edition of 
Tempo about the exciting improvements we 
are making in our adjudication process and 
our festival registration process. Please read 
carefully, ask any questions you may have by 
contacting a board member, and keep this 
issue as a reference.

2015-2016 CMEA Bay Section Board

CMEA Bay Section is dedicated to 
providing music educators with professional 
development opportunities and high quality 
music festivals. Among our ranks are 
exemplary music educators who volunteer 
time from their busy schedules to make our 
organization an outstanding model in the 
state. On behalf of our organization, I would 
like to recognize the following outgoing 
board members for their efforts:
Choral Assistant Representative 
Victoria Schmidt
Classroom/General Music Representative 
Jeremiah Jacks
Public Relations 
Charles Ancheta
Area V Representative 
Jon Jow
Area V Assistant Representative 
Jonathan Pwu
Area VI Assistant Representative 
Russ Ferreira
Student NAfME Representative 
Rebecca Royer

I would like to welcome the following 
incoming board members:
Choral Assistant Representative 
Lisa Jouaneh (River School, Napa)
Classroom/General Music Representative 
Zack Pitt-Smith (Edna Brewer MS, 
Oakland)
Public Relations 
Lindsey Ferreira (Los Cerros MS, Danville)
Area V Representative 
Maritza Spieller (Lawson MS, Cupertino)
Area V Assistant Representative 
Shelley Durbin (Kennedy MS, Cupertino)
Area VI Assistant Representative 
Helene Grotans (Borel MS, San Mateo)
Area VII Representative                    
Matthew Smith (American Canyon HS, 
American Canyon)
Student NAfME Representative 
Kaitlin Simoneau (CSU-East Bay)

Bay Section Awards

One of the great opportunities we have as 
an organization is to honor our members 
for outstanding teaching. I would like to 
encourage you to nominate a deserving 
music teacher for one of the many awards we 
present at Bay Section Conference.  

Here is the information (which can also be 
found at www.cmeabaysection.org). The 
nomination form is linked on our website 
and I encourage you to nominate teachers at 
anytime this fall.

Awards for Outstanding Music Educators

CMEA Bay Section annually presents awards 
to outstanding educators in the Bay Area 
who have been nominated by their peers and 
confirmed by the Executive Board.
	 •	Outstanding Music Educator Award,  
for current educators who have demonstrated 
excellence in the field of music education. 
	 •	Gilbert Freitas Award for emerging 
instrumental music educators with fewer 
than 7 years of experience.
(continued on page 5)
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oh, how I love summer! The best 
parts of summer for me are the 

relaxation and decompression due to the 
absence of a rigid schedule, the ability to 
travel, and of course waking up when I feel 
like it. I also get to reconnect with folks I 
don’t get to see during the school year because 
of geographical challenges and I can spend 
more time outside. 

Having said all of that, I never totally turn off 
my thoughts of school planning, repertoire 
ideas, or how to improve on my teaching. I 
have noticed a very large change over the last 
few years in regards to how students learn, so 
it only makes sense that I will have to make 
adjustments in how I deliver much of what I 
expect students to retain in regards to their 
musical literacy and rhythmic independence.  

Change is good. Change can be scary. 
Change can be cleansing. I’m all for it! 
Speaking of change…Our special reps and 
board members have been working extremely 
hard and for many long hours on our new 
adjudication and sight-reading rubrics, not to 
mention readying up the new, user-friendly 
registration site that can be accessed via a 
link on our www.cmeabaysection.org website. 
Several of us have been working through the 
summer to ensure that these transitions will 
be both smooth and comprehensive. 

All of our special reps have contributed 
exceptional articles to this issue of Tempo. 
Since we are adopting a new adjudication 
system as well as a new registration site, several 
articles will be addressing these important 
changes. Past President Andy Collinsworth’s 
article contains an historical component to 
Bay Section’s adjudication rubrics, a very 
comprehensive explanation and introduction 
to the newly adopted rubrics, as well as the 
philosophy behind adopting these new and 
more objective series of rubrics. 

Large Group Festival Coordinator Julie 
Bounds has outlined our new registration 
process and has provided a festival registration 
preparation checklist that is very useful to 
both new directors and veteran directors. 
Mark your calendars; registration for your 
regional festivals will open on August 31, at 
4:00 p.m. and out of region will be accessible 
on September 14, at 4:00 p.m. Solo and 
Ensemble festival registration will open later, 
on October 1.

Do not hesitate to contact your special reps 
if you have questions and/or are in pursuit of 
further clarification.

Remember registration for our 2016 festivals 
will be accessible at www.cmeabaysection.org 
under the “Festival Registration” tab. 

CMEA State Mentorship Program

We unveiled this mentorship program at the 
2015 CASMEC. The philosophy behind this 
program is to match mentors with mentees 
in an effort to discourage burn out and 
encourage camaraderie and partnership. 

I am the Bay Section Rep for the State 
Mentorship Program and at this time it is 
my pleasure to formally introduce our Bay 
Section mentors: 
•	Bob Athayde (Stanley MS, Lafayette)  
•	Greg Brown  
 (Northgate HS, Walnut Creek) 
•	Robert Calonico (UC Berkeley) 
•	Troy Davis (Aragon HS, San Mateo) 
•	Norm Dea (Acalanes HS, Lafayette)
•	John Felder (Retired) 
•	Cyrus Ginwala  
 (San Francisco State University) 
•	Jonathan Grantham  
 (Amador Valley HS, Pleasanton)
•	John Maltester  
 (St. Mary’s College, Moraga) 
•	Nancy Moser (San José/Saratoga schools) 
•	Ella Webb (Retired) 
(continued on page 5)
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	 •	Gilbert Freitas Award for a veteran 
instrumental music educators with more 
than 7 years of experience.
	 •	Outstanding Choral Music Educator 
Award for current educators who have 
demonstrated excellence in the field of 
choral music education. 
	 •	Outstanding Jazz Educator Award for 
current educators who have demonstrated 
excellence in the field of jazz education.
	 •	Outstanding Orchestra Educator 
Award for current educators who have 
demonstrated excellence in field of orchestra 
education.
	 •	Outstanding Classroom/General Music  
Educator Award educators who have  
demonstrated excellence in the field of 
general classroom music.
	 •	Lifetime Achievement Award for 
retired educators who have contributed 
exemplary service to the music education 
field.

Adjudicator Feedback

As we institute changes to our adjudication 
process this coming festival season I would 
like to encourage everyone participating in a 
festival to please help our organization and 
our adjudicators by providing feedback via 
our adjudicator evaluation system from our 
homepage at www.cmeabaysection.org.

I hope you have a great start to the school year. 
Our organization is moving forward and we 
look forward to hearing feedback from the 
membership. There will be some sessions at 
the Bay Section Winter Conference (January 
8-9 at Chabot College) about the new festival 
adjudication process that we hope will inform 
the membership as we move into festival 
season. Please remember to keep the lines 
of communication open and contact your 
area representative, a festival coordinator, or 
any board member if you have questions or 
feedback. T

President-elect
continued from

 page 4

Below are some potential outcomes for our 
mentees:
•	Build	a	lasting	career	network
•	Receive	relevant	feedback	and	coaching	 
 from experts and colleagues
•	Develop	your	own	professional	 
 growth plan
•	Gain	access	to	a	support	system
•	Generate	productive	relationships
•	Acquire	professional	development	 
 opportunities
•	Gain	new	perspectives	and	experiences
•	Develop	as	an	emerging	leader	 
 in the profession

If you are interested in being a mentee, please 
go to www.calmusiced.com. Once there, 
click on the “CMEA Info and News” link 

at the top, then click “CMEA Mentorship 
Program” on the pull down menu and 
then the “Mentee Application” link. Please 
disregard the June 30 application deadline 
and send your completed application directly 
to me (rather than Mark Nicholson) via snail 
mail (USPS):
Rita Zigas-Brown  
Walnut Creek Intermediate School 
2425 Walnut Blvd.  
Walnut Creek, CA 94597 
or email at RZigas@wcsd.k12.ca.us. 
I look forward to hearing from you. Please 
do not hesitate to contact me with any 
questions. T
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and restful summer. I began writing 
this article from, of all places, a 

McDonald’s restaurant in Paris! Well, no 
one else was serving coffee before 7a.m.! 
Heidi Cross, our great editor, has challenged 
me and other CMEA Bay Section special 
reps with some questions to ponder for our 
articles, along with a “Top 5” tune list for our 
respective areas, and I am up for it!  

Her three questions to me were:
•	Why	don’t	more	colleges	have	degrees	and	
positions for ethnomusicologists?
•	Are	 some	 publishers	 supporting	 “world”	
music more than others?
•	Are	newer	classical	works	including	ethnic	
or world sounds? It seems that jazz embraced 
it sooner. Why?

Why don’t more colleges have degrees and 
positions for ethnomusicologists?

Well, to start, colleges and universities that 
specialize or offer degrees in ethnomusicology 
usually do so at the graduate level, and much 
less for BA and BM degrees. As another way 
to offer ethnomusicology, some institutions 
allow for an ethnomusic focus under the 
guise of music history. In particular, schools 
that are known for ethnomusicology usually 
emphasize just a few regional and cultural 
areas, and with a faculty member or two 
known for such. To answer Heidi’s question 
directly, I can only go by empirical evidence 
and experience, since there are virtually 
no studies on this. While there is general 
student interest in ethnomusicology, more 
colleges don’t offer degrees or a multitude 
of course offerings on it because of a much 
smaller pool of perspective students who are 
willing to take it on as a degree focus. Still, 
many universities have someone full time 
or adjunct faculty members who can offer 
some type of ethnomusicology focus, course, 
or perhaps a non-traditional/Western music 
course or ensemble. 

Are some publishers supporting “world” 
music more than others?

Well...there are, such as World Music Press, 
or Earthsongs (choral/vocal music), but one 
might do better if they look specifically for 
a geographical region, country, or genre. 
Further, most major music publishers 
offer world music vocal and instrumental 
selections by title and not by category, so 
it might be best to go in looking with the 
name of some known or recommended 
pieces beforehand. In terms of orchestration, 
most instrumental world music pieces from 
major publishing companies are arranged 
for traditional band and orchestra and not 
for specific world music ensembles (African 
drum or steel drums etc.), but there are a few 
specialty publishers out there who publish 
non-traditional instrumental music on non-
traditional or authentic instruments.

Are newer classical works including 
ethnic or world sounds? It seems that jazz 
embraced it sooner. Why?

Even a cursory look at standard 20th century 
band and orchestral repertoire clearly shows 
that many non-traditional instruments have 
been employed in all kinds of arrangements 
and orchestrations, whether as color effects, 
compositional devices, to highlight themes 
and titles associated with a particular 
culture or region, or in a few instances, 
as compositional features. Indeed, Latin 
American percussion instruments over the 
last 60 years have become a staple of any 
percussion section, from symphonies to 
beginning bands. If we tend to think that 
ethnic instruments and sounds have been 
more readily embraced in jazz, it may lie in 
the flexibility, freedom and adaptability of the 
jazz stylings, compositions, and the players 
themselves to include such non-traditional 
instruments as koto, steel drum, tabla, among 
others. The improvisational nature and non-
scripted aspects of jazz also make it more 
accessible and inclusive to non-traditional 
and non-Western instruments because so 
many of them come from traditions with 
similar parameters and constructs.
(continued on page 7) 
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The “Top 5” Tune List!

Well, this was much harder than it would 
seem, as I know my personal likes, but 
have a relative, limited knowledge outside 
my cultural expertise. These five songs were 
chosen through the eyes of an American 
elementary music teacher who also teaches 
smaller ensembles at the collegiate level, 
and should be viewed perhaps as a “most 
common” rather that best of all time list.

1. Las Mañanitas While its origins are 
from Mexico, the song is well known 
among families throughout Latin America, 
particularly during birthday celebrations.

2. Mo Li Hua (Jasmin Flower) Chinese 
folk song well known throughout the 
world and used in teaching string and wind 
instruments. A featured piece at many world 
events, including the Olympics.

3. Banuwa A Liberian folk song that is 
sometimes interchangeable with African 

Noel. Frequently taught in the U.S. and 
includes rhythmic passing games and 
clapping.

4. Frere Jacques This French round has been 
translated into many languages for children, 
inside and outside of traditional Western 
cultures.

 And….we have a tie!

5. This Land is Your Land and We Shall 
Overcome All multicultural listings of most 
popular or most known songs should be 
inclusive of our own folk music traditions. 
Even then, it was hard to pick from such a 
large list of important American folk songs. I 
couldn’t go with just one selection here, if only 
to highlight the contributions and nuances of 
American music origins and traditions.

Let’s have a great and multicultural music 
year in our schools! Hasta la proxima!

M
ulticultural

continued from
 page 6

T
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As you are reading this, many of you 
will already be back to school, and 
others will be looking forward to 

(with maybe just a little melancholy?) the 
end of summer holidays and the upcoming 
return to classes. For music education majors 
in undergraduate degrees, this is so often 
the time they start wondering how they 
can possibly take all the required classes 
and graduate on time, or they try to see an 
advisor to creatively cram just one more class 
in an already full semester or quarter. It is no 
secret that music education majors usually 
have to take far more units than their peers 
in performance or other options, and the real 
question always comes down to what they 
should focus on and what is most important 
to take while still an undergrad, especially 
if they plan on continuing with a credential 
program. 

As  music education majors, students quickly 
come to the realization that the expectations 
are much higher: there are all the same core 
music courses to take as everyone else, such 
as theory, musicianship, and music history, 
but also more classes that are usually offered 
in sequence and perhaps not every semester 
or quarter, such as conducting, teaching 
techniques and all the instrument method 
classes. In addition to all that, there is the 
issue of applied lessons and ensembles. 
Generally, lessons and ensembles are required 
for all if not most years of the music major, 
depending on the program.  

The difficulty in being a music education 
major is that early on in your degree, you 
begin to feel as though you need to focus on 
all these courses and achieve academically, 
at the expense of everything else. While 
this is true, what you also begin to believe 
is that you should be spending less time 
focusing on your instrument or voice, and 
those high performance standards demanded 
of students in the performance stream are 
not as applicable to you, since you plan on 

teaching. After all, how can you possibly be 
good at everything? 

Is it necessary for these students to try the 
impossible and focus on every aspect of their 
degree? Are we asking them to choose? As 
higher education institutions, are we sending 
the wrong message to our music education 
students? 

I think we can safely assume that as music 
educators, we can agree on one thing; we all 
want to be the best possible music educators 
we can be. Those of us who are also parents of 
children in school music programs will also 
agree that we want the best music educators 
teaching our children. The real question 
becomes, how do we enable our collegiate 
music education majors to become the best 
music educators they can be? Perhaps, we 
need to encourage them to first become 
the best musicians they can be. As a music 
educator, if you have not learned what it 
means to be a good musician, how can you 
possibly teach your own students how to 
be good musicians? To me, the answer is a 
simple one — you cannot.  

Time and time again, as I encounter music 
educators who have excellent music programs, 
I discover that the best educators are also the 
strongest musicians in their own right. Is this 
a coincidence? As I have no scientific proof, 
I concede that it could be, but my intuition 
tells me otherwise. Does this mean that we all 
need to achieve Wynton Marsalis greatness 
on our instrument before we can step in front 
of a classroom? Not at all — that level of 
performance is most likely unachievable for 
many of us without spending years of intense 
focus. However, can we safely say that we 
should find a way to master our own voice 
or instrument before attempting to teach a 
classroom full of eager students? Absolutely. 

A music educator has to wear many hats and 
perform numerous balancing acts on a regular 
basis. Time management is one of the most 
valuable skills to have. As a music education 
major who has to balance academic courses 
(continued on page 9)

Jack Of All Trades,  
Master Of None – No Way!
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with performance responsibilities like recitals 
and concerts, you are getting precisely the 
training you need to be successful later on. 
It may feel as though you never have enough 
time to get everything done. To that I say, 
welcome to the real world! 

In reading the above, this might start to feel 
a little overwhelming, but there are many 
ways in which a music education student can 
continue to develop performance skills while 
completing a music education program: 

1. Play/sing in every ensemble you can. 
The more well-rounded your university 
experience can be, the more prepared you 
will be once you get a teaching job. If you 
have never played in a jazz band, now is the 
perfect time to gain that experience. 

2. If you are an instrumentalist and you have 
never sung, try joining a choir for a semester 
or two. You will be amazed at how rapidly 
your musicianship skills develop. Conversely, 
if you are singer, try to be proficient enough 
on an instrument to join some sort of 
ensemble, even if it is a “lab” group or 
student-led ensemble like a pep band. 

3. Consider taking an extra semester or 
even an extra year to spread out your classes. 
This way, you can ease the pressure and 
devote enough time to practicing while still 
completing required classes. As students, you 
often feel as though if you cannot graduate 
“on time” you have somehow failed, though 
this is not at all the case. Taking some extra 
time to ensure you are getting everything you 
need out of your degree makes you better 
prepared for the professional world. 

4. Sight-read as much music as you can on a 
regular basis. Get a few friends together and 
play through some quartets. This can be a fun 
way to develop your skills without feeling 
that you are working hard at it. 

5. Go watch as many performances of 
high-level ensembles as you can. Hearing 
and watching great musicians enables us 
to understand what it means to be a great 
musician. Also, concert tickets will never be 
as cheap as they are while you are a student! 

As much as you will often feel that you 
should be studying or practicing, sometimes 
going to see a world-class ensemble perform 
can inspire you and feed your soul in a way 
that nothing else can. 

New teachers often have similar complaints: 
they are so busy planning lessons, doing report 
cards, holding parent/teacher conferences, 
attending staff meetings, and then being 
so completely exhausted from it all that 
they feel they have abandoned the “music” 
side of what they used to do! This is a very 
normal scenario, one that many of us have 
experienced at some point in our careers. 
Although it is easier said than done, trying 
to do just a few of the things in the list above 
will frequently allow new music educators to 
regain some balance in their lives. Playing in a 
community ensemble once a week, attending 
a concert with friends on a weekend, or just 
sitting down and playing some duets with a 
colleague can revitalize and remind them of 
why they chose this path in the first place. 

My best advice to music education students 
is that your university experience is truly 
under your control. Be proactive and make 
of it what you want because no one else will 
— no one likes to feel regret for things they 
wished they had done, but did not. If you 
take charge and endeavor to become the best 
musician you can be, you will see that it will 
pay large dividends further down the road. 

All the best to you in this new academic  
year! T
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me to share some pieces that 
incorporate technology in their 

performance. While technology has been 
used in music performance for over a half 
of a century now, there are still few offerings  
for educational ensembles. It has led me to 
ponder technology in performance, from its 
history in experimental and popular music to 
its current manifestations in film music and 
possibly even on your concert stage!

This article, along with further information and 
links to sound files, videos, and other websites, 
is posted at www.mortonmusic.us/CMEA.html. 
As I share my thoughts, I will note when 
specific links can by found at this site. 

In the 1950s, early experimental electronic 
music introduced exciting and interesting 
new timbre and other possibilities for music. 
Musique Concrete explored how to make 
existing sounds different by electronically 
manipulating them, and Elektronische Musik 
explored how to build sounds from sine waves, 
leading to the first synthesizers. Gesang der 
Jünglinge, by Karlheinz Stockhausen (posted 
on my website) is one of my favorite pieces 
of early electronic music. Stockhausen 
drew from both Musique Concrete and 
Elektronische Musik in making this work.

Early experimental electronic music, for the 
most part, did not involve technology in 
performance, but instead produced a tape 
recording to be played on an amplification 
system (usually in a concert hall, ironically). 
Further, the advent of what is today termed 
“electroacustic music” still did not have truly 
interactive technology, but mostly consisted 
of live performance synchronized with a 
tape ‘performance’. A nice example of this is 
Mario Davidovsky’s Syncronisms (posted on 
my website). 

At the same time that experimentalists were 
exploring electronic music, Elvis Presley and 
his contemporaries were rocking out! The 
electric guitar led the way to other electronic 
instruments. Within a few decades, bands 
had become very tech savvy, with multiple 

effects pedals per guitarist, multiple 
performers dedicated to synthesizers and 
other electronic instruments, and a host of 
live sound engineers. 

While some early work with interactive 
tape looping paved the way, sophisticated 
interactive technology wasn’t fully realized 
until much more recently. Today, live sound 
can be fed into real time processors that 
do something with it and then play it back 
either immediately or within the timeframe 
of the performance. If you aren’t familiar 
with this sort of musical production, one 
recommendation that I offer is composer/
performer Pamela Z from San Francisco 
(more on my website).

In current music for movies, technology 
in performance takes an interesting twist.  
Technically, the final product is a sound 
recording — not a live performance. But in 
creating that product, many composers make 
a recording of a real orchestra and then weave 
additional electronic material into it. 

Some excellent examples of movie sound 
tracks that meld orchestral and electronic 
material are Avatar, by James Horner, 
Tron by Daft Punk, and the Dark Knight 
(Batman) by Hans Zimmer and James 
Newton Howard. I’ve posted examples of 
these on my website, and also have a link to 
a great video on Horner’s process of melding 
orchestral with electronic material in the 
soundtrack for Avatar.

In concept at least, the process used to 
make these movie soundtracks could also 
work the other way — a live performance 
with electronic material ‘played’ during the 
performance, but that is more difficult. By 
far, the most common manifestation of this is 
playing a recording of electronic music while 
acoustic instruments play live, as was done 
in the early stage of electroacoustic music. 
More difficult and less common is having 
the electronics actively involved in some way. 
One composer who does this and is gaining 
prominence for it is Mason Bates (links on 
my webpage).   (continued on page 11) 
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With Mason Bates, I now turn to music 
available to educational ensembles. Some of 
his music is approachable to even high school 
ensembles. Homestead High School orchestra 
has played Mason Bates’ Mothership quite 
successfully. It requires a laptop performer 
with a specific input controller. A local 
composer of note is Vince Oliver, who 
was commissioned by the Saratoga String 
Orchestra for his composition Press that was 
played at the Midwest Convention in 2014.

After reflecting on the history of technology 
in music performance, I expect that there 
will be more and more works for involving 
technology. I am personally excited for future 

compositions that integrate technology in this 
way. Of course, there are logistical hurdles — 
equipment needed, learning how to use the 
equipment, and problems to trouble shoot. 
While these can be daunting, some really 
cool music awaits those adventurous enough 
to chart the new landscape. 

Thank you to the following people for their 
suggestions, feedback and advise: John Burn 
(Homestead High School) on music for band 
and orchestra, Robert Cornejo (West Valley 
College) on film music, and Bruno Ruviaro 
(Santa Clara University) on electroacoustic 
music. T

Jon Fey
Treasurer

Bay Section Profit & Loss Actual vs. Budget 
July 2014 through June 2015

    July ’14 - June ’15 Actual Budget
 Income
  4100 Festivals 183,600.00 173,500.00
  4700 Medals 20,006.00 13,350.00
  4800 Winter Conference 33,250.00 39,810.00
  4920 NAfME Dues 7,396.00 10,000.00
  4930 Misc  250.00 0.00
  4940 Handbook 0.00 0.00
  4980 Interest Earned 74.59 75.00
  4982 Dividends 13,613.56 3,000.00
  4983 Realized Gain/Loss 0.00 0.00
  4984 CapGnDst 0.00 0.00
  4985 Unrealized Gn 0.00 0.00
  4999 Uncategorized Income 139.00 0.00
 Total Income  258,329.15 239,735.00
Gross Profit   258,329.15 239,735.00
 Expense
  66000 Payroll Expenses 0.00 0.00
  5100 Festival 151,446.02 154,400.00
  5200 Medals Chair 12,519.36 13,150.00
  5300 Winter Confer 33,476.17 42,600.00
  5520  Bay Sec Web Pg 432.00 450.00
  5530 Tempo 11,867.79 14,950.00
  5600 Special Reps 2,679.30 3,200.00
  5610 Executive Board 17,298.02 20,650.00
  5620 Dining 8,031.80 9,000.00
  5630 Conf, Conv & State Mee...  1,506.90 2,500.00
  5638 Gifts 0.00 400.00
  5639 Entertainment 439.86 100.00
  5662 Dues 0.00 0.00
  5669 NAfME 7,464.00 10,000.00
  5642 Insurance  4,200.00  4,000.00
  5645 Miscellaneous  0.00  0.00
  5646 Supplies  1,100.91  1,000.00
  5647 Printing & Publ  814.02  1,000.00
  5648 Online Registration Serv...  17,725.00 20,000.00
  5649 Online Email Services  0.00  385.00
  5710 Federal Taxes  2,782.70  2,900.00
  5720 State Taxes  965.64 1,300.00
  5980  Bank Charges  269.69  200.00
  5983 PayPal Charges 1,281.06 1,500.00
 Total Expense  276,300.24  303,685.00
Net Income   -17,971.09 -63,950.00

Technolgy
continued from

 page 10
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The CMEA Bay Section Board has 

been hard at work this past year 
to renovate the way Bay Section 

festivals are evaluated beginning in 2016. 
Our work includes the development a new, 
comprehensive festival evaluation system 
as well as an extensive overhaul of the sight-
reading process. We believe these changes will 
enable adjudicators to deliver a more objective 
assessment while providing directors and their 
students with specific qualitative feedback. 

Evolution and Changes

Up until the early 1990s, CMEA Bay Section 
Large Group Festivals used a system similar 
to our current Solo and Ensemble evaluation, 
which consisted of a series of checkboxes 
(Superior, Excellent, Good, Fair, Needs 
Improvement) to assign ratings in a multitude 
of categories (11 in all). Adjudicators 
would derive a composite rating from these 
checkboxes. This was fairly simple if the 
preponderance of boxes were the same. If the 
majority of boxes were marked “superior,” the 
composite rating was superior. However, if the 
checkboxes were split somewhat evenly (e.g. 
6 marked superior and 5 excellent) or all over 
the map (e.g. 2 marked superior, 5 excellent 
and 4 good) adjudicators were challenged to 
determine a composite rating, a process that 
many felt yielded overly subjective results. In 
that first case (6 superior, 5 excellent) there 
were instances where adjudicators went either 
way, assigning a Superior or an Excellent 
rating on a varying basis.

In the year 2000, an evaluation system 
based on a point scale was implemented as 
a means to quantitate ratings — a system 
we have used until this day. The former 
multifarious categories were distilled into 
four broad categories: Quality of Sound (30 
pts), Musicality (30 pts), Technique (30 pts) 
and Other Factors (10 pts). The openness 
of the 30-point categories was intended 
to provide adjudicators with flexibility in 
assigning numbers. A traditional 100-point 
scale delineated the ratings ranges: Superior 

90-100; Excellent 80-89; Good 70-79; Fair 
60-69; Needs Improvement below 60. While 
this system was a vast improvement over its 
predecessor, over time several inadequacies 
became apparent:

	 •	The	 format	 of	 the	 evaluation	 form	 is	
“one size fits all” that does not sufficiently 
address specific performance criteria 
germane to our various genres of performing 
ensembles (band, choral, jazz and orchestra). 
Furthermore, there are no specific measures 
on the form to guide its application to 
accommodate various levels of groups. 

	 •	The	 30-point	 categories	 (Quality	 of	
Sound, Musicality, Technique) are too large, 
leading most adjudicators to utilize only 
the upper third of the numeric range. If a 
group receives a Superior rating, it must 
have an average score of 27 in the 30-point 
categories. Think about that for a moment 
— a spread of only 4 points (score of 27, 28, 
29, 30) out a possible 30 can be applied if a 
group is to earn a Superior rating. In order 
to receive an Excellent rating, a group must 
average 24 points in each category, utilizing a 
scant 7-point range. 

	 •	Over	 the	 years,	 numeric	 scores	 have	
become inflated and the lower end of 
the ratings spectrum (Fair and Needs 
Improvement) is rarely used.

	 •	The	nebulous	nature	of	the	Other	Factors	
category has become a source of controversy 
because it lacks specificity and is highly 
subjective. The majority of groups routinely 
receive a score between 8-10 points, creating a 
de facto “free point” situation that sometimes 
becomes contentious when a group scores 
below that threshold. 

	 •	Many	 adjudicators	 have	 resorted	
to determining the final numeric rating 
before filling out the score/comment sheet, 
and making their numbers fit. Under this 
scenario, the adjudicator uses a type of 
“deficit approach” to scoring, where the 
(continued on page 13)
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group starts with 100 points, and points are 
subtracted to arrive at a final number and a 
rating. As a result, the quantitative aspect of 
the evaluation process has become arbitrary, 
and somewhat capricious. 

In the previous evaluation systems, the 
important missing ingredient is the direct 
application of an evaluation rubric. The new 
CMEA Bay Section Festival Evaluation 
System is based on a performance standards 
rubric that is embedded into the fabric of 
the evaluation form — a strikingly different 
approach than we have ever seen. This new 
system will enable adjudicators to deliver 
specific qualitative feedback while providing 
directors and students with more objective 
and authentic quantitative assessment. On the 
Monday following a festival, rather than reading 
score sheets with numbers, a circled rating and 
a few written comments, you can share with 
your students the entire evaluation rubric and 
score sheet containing specific criteria used by 
the adjudicators to evaluate their performance 
and to assign the numeric rating.

Highlights of the new CMEA Bay Section 
Festival Evaluation System

The new CMEA Bay Section Festival Evaluation 
System features three interrelated components: 
the Performance Evaluation Scale and Rubric, 
the Performance Comments and Score Sheet, 
and the Adjudicators Worksheet. These forms 
can be found on the Bay Section website at 
www.cmeabaysection.org. 

1. The Performance Evaluation Scale  
and Rubric

The foundation of the new system is the 
Performance Evaluation Scale that integrates 
a sliding point scale with a performance-based 
standards rubric. The standards are delineated 
into five columns that incrementally increase 
from left (low) to right (high). Key concepts 
within the parameters of each column are 
denoted by check boxes, allowing adjudicators 
to readily identify areas related to the 
performance. Another significant feature is that 
the standards rubrics are idiomatic to different 
types of ensembles. The rubrics for Band/

Orchestra, Choral and Jazz utilize different 
and unique vocabulary, which adjudicators 
might use to amplify their written and spoken 
comments. 

Excerpt from Band/Orchestra Rubric

QUALITY OF SOUND
Tone Quality/Intonation 
 q Most individuals/sections demonstrate correct  
  tone production.  
 q Tone is affected at extremes of registers and  
  dynamics. 
 q Lapses in breath support and/or bow control  
  adversely affects tone.
 q Instruments are somewhat in tune. 
 q Harmonic intonation and chord tuning are  
  inconsistent. 
 q Listening and adjusting skills are developing;  
  some attempts to correct intonation problems.
Blend/Balance
 q Blend and balance are affected by problems in  
  dynamic and range extremes. 
 q Balanced sound is sometimes achieved; some  
  performers need to adjust volume(s) to allow  
  other parts to be heard. Ooverall listening skills  
  are evident.  
 q Instrumentation and/or equipment issues  
  adversely affect the ensemble sound.

TECHNIQUE
Rhythm/Precision/Facility 
 q Notes are performed correctly most of the time;  
  occasional errors are evident. 
 q Rhythmic precision is evident; errors occur  
  occasionally.  
 q Attacks and releases require more consistent  
  accuracy.
 q Players demonstrate awareness of pulse and  
  tempo, although lapses occur occasionally. 
 q Technical facility shows adequate preparation,  
  however some mistakes are noticeable. 
Articulation/Bowing 
 q Articulation/bowing technique and style are  
  somewhat uniform, but lack consistency. 
 q Articulations/bowings may lack clarity and control. 
 q Attacks and releases are inconsistent.

Excerpt from Jazz Rubric

IMPROVISATION
Technique/Time
 q Soloists are still developing the technical skills  
  necessary to effectively communicate ideas.  
  Time suffers as a result of technical challenges.
Interpretation/Notes/Style/Musicality
 q Soloists demonstrate a limited knowledge  
  of jazz style or vocabulary. 
 q Incorrect notes or scales are used over chord  
  progressions. Musical thoughts are not formed  
  and as a result lines are often fragmented/ 
  unconnected.
 q Limited variety and quality of solo(s).

(continued on page 14)
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The Sliding Point Scale

The new system features a sliding point scale that is adjusted to accommodate the established 
standards of performance for ensembles at various age and experience levels. The combination 
of the three-pronged sliding scale, the four-level rating system and the five-column rubric 
offers a distinctive, adaptable and authentic approach to festival evaluation.

Located at the top of the evaluation form, the sliding point scale is divided into three parts 
(classifications) each of which is outlined using a shadow box. The numeric ranges within each 
classification defines four levels of performance: Superior: 13-15 points; Excellent: 9-12 pts; Good 
5-8 pts; Fair: 1-4 pts. The “Needs Improvement” category has been eliminated. Of course, directors 
can still request that the performance be adjudicated for “Comments Only” without a rating.

Excerpt from Choral Rubric

QUALITY OF SOUND
Tone Quality/Intonation
 q Most individuals/sections demonstrate correct  
  tone production. 
 q Tone is affected at extremes of register and  
  dynamics. 
 q The ensemble is somewhat in tune. 
 q Melodic intonation and harmonic tuning are  
  inconsistent. 
 q Listening and adjusting skills are developing;  
  some attempt to correct intonation problems. 
 q Less demanding melodies, intervals, and  
  harmonic structures performed successfully.
Blend/Balance
 q Blend and balance are affected by problems in  
  extremes of dynamics and registers.
 q Characteristic ensemble sound sometimes  
  achieved; overall listening skills are evident.
 q Voicing issues adversely affect the ensemble sound.

 

TECHNIQUE
Rhythm/Precision/Facility
 q Note accuracy is sometimes evident; occasional  
  errors occur.
 q Attacks and releases require more consistent  
  accuracy.
 q Rhythmic precision and note accuracy are  
  evident; occasional errors occur. 
 q Singers demonstrate some awareness of pulse  
  and tempo, although lapses occur. 
 q Technical facility is evident some of the time;  
  minor mistakes are noticeable.
Articulation/Diction
 q Articulation, diction, and technique  
  are somewhat uniform, but lack consistency. 
 q Diction is somewhat clear and stylistically  
  appropriate some of the time.
 q Diphthongs are performed correctly  
  some of the time.

CMEA – BAY SECTION BAND/ORCHESTRA PERFORMANCE EVALUATION SCALE

QUALITY OF SOUND
Tone Quality/Intonation  
 q Tone production is developing.   
 q Tone is often unfocused, harsh, or fuzzy. 
 q Inconsistent breath support and/or bow control  
  adversely affects tone.
 q Instruments are not altogether in tune. 
 q The group has problems playing consonant intervals  
  in tune.
 q Obvious intonation problems occur and are seldom  
  corrected. 
Blend/Balance
 q Overall ensemble listening skills are developing. 
 q Individual players and/or sections tend to dominate  
  the ensemble sound. 
 q Instrumentation and/or equipment issues adversely  
  affects the ensemble sound.

TECHNIQUE
Rhythm/Precision/Facility  
 q Note accuracy is inconsistent. 
 q Rhythmic accuracy is inconsistent.
 q Pulse and tempo are erratic. 
 q Technical facility and dexterity skills are developing.
Articulation/Bowing
 q Articulation/bowing technique is developing. 
 q Articulations/bowings are not performed accurately. 
 q Attacks and releases are not always appropriate.

MUSICALITY
Interpretation/Style/Phrasing
 q Performers pay attention to the conductor some  
  of the time, but frequent lapses in concentration affect  
  the performance. 
 q Style and interpretations are not always appropriate. 
 q Tempos may often be inconsistent and/or stylistically  
  inaccurate. 
 q Basic concepts of phrasing need further development.
 q Phrases lack cohesiveness due to lack of air  
  management and/or bow control.
Expression/Sensitivity/Dynamics
 q Expression and communication between conductor  
  and ensemble need development. Better eye contact  
  needed.
 q Limited ability to perform beyond the technical aspects  
  of the music. 
 q Attempts at dynamic contrasts are not effective.
 q The group has a limited understanding of dynamic  
  range. 
 q Dynamic extremes are not always performed tastefully.

FAIR
1 2 3 4 

CLASSIFICATION 1

July 2015

QUALITY OF SOUND
Tone Quality/Intonation
 q Fundamental concepts of tone are underdeveloped. 
 q Breath support and/or bow control skills need further  
  development.
 q Instruments are not in tune.
 q Severe intonation problems occur. 
 q Basic intonation skills need further development. 
Blend/Balance
 q Concepts of blend and balance are underdeveloped.
 q Listening and attentiveness skills need attention.
 q Individuals and sections tend to dominate the  
  ensemble sound. 

TECHNIQUE
Rhythm/Precision/Facility
 q Fundamental note accuracy and rhythmic precision  
  need development.
 q Dexterity and knowledge of fingerings need further  
  development.
 q A basic understanding of musical elements is lacking.
Articulation/Bowing
 q Fundamental articulation and/or bowing technique  
  need further development.

MUSICALITY
Rhythm/Precision/Facility
 q Effort in concentration and attentiveness to the  
  conductor need attention.
 q Musicality concepts lack refinement. 
Articulation/Bowing
 q Phrasing, dynamics, expression, and style are  
  underdeveloped. 
 q Air management and breath and/or bow control need  
  further development.

QUALITY OF SOUND
Tone Quality/Intonation 
 q Pleasant tone achieved most of the time. 
 q Tone is mostly well controlled, although sometimes  
  out of focus. 
 q Individual problems in support and/or bow control  
  are minor and quickly corrected. 
 q Instruments are tuned relatively well.
 q	 Harmonic intonation and chord tuning is strong.  
  Minor pitch problems occur during dynamic changes  
  or in extreme registers.
 q Listening and adjusting skills are advanced  and the  
  group is able to correct most pitch problems.
Blend/Balance
 q Blend within individual sections and across the  
  ensemble reflects active listening/adjusting skills. 
 q Balance between melodic and harmonic lines is  
  usually achieved; a few minor instances in which  
  some parts overshadow others.
 q Characteristic ensemble sound achieved most of the  
  time, with occasional problems in extreme registers  
  and dense textures.

TECHNIQUE
Rhythm/Precision/Facility 
 q Notes are usually performed accurately, with a few  
  minor flaws during difficult passages.
 q Rhythmic precision is consistent; minor mistakes  
  occur during difficult passages.
 q Pulse and tempo are under control most of the time. 
 q Technical facility is well developed; minor flaws occur  
  during the most demanding passages.
Articulation/Bowing 
 q Articulation/bowing styles are appropriate, but not  
  always uniform. 
 q Attacks and releases are performed correctly most  
  of the time.

MUSICALITY
Interpretation/Style/Phrasing 
	 q Players pay attention and follow the conductor  
  most of the time. 
 q Appropriate style is demonstrated most of the time  
  and the performance is very musical, but slightly  
  inconsistent. 
 q Tempos are stylistically appropriate most of the time. 
 q Expressive shaping and contouring of phrases, with  
  minor inconsistencies.
Expression/Sensitivity/Dynamics
 q Good communication between conductor and  
  ensemble is evident. 
 q Overall performance is expressive, sensitive, and  
  tasteful most of the time. 
 q Effective use of dynamics, but the full range is not  
  completely explored. 
 q Crescendos, diminuendos and other dynamic  
  indications are performend tastefully most of the time.

QUALITY OF SOUND
Tone Quality/Intonation 
 q Most individuals/sections demonstrate correct tone  
  production.  
 q Tone is affected at extremes of registers and  
  dynamics. 
 q Lapses in breath support and/or bow control adversely  
  affects tone.
 q Instruments are somewhat in tune. 
 q Harmonic intonation and chord tuning are inconsistent. 
 q Listening and adjusting skills are developing; some  
  attempts to correct intonation problems.
Blend/Balance
 q Blend and balance are affected by problems in  
  dynamic and range extremes. 
 q Balanced sound is sometimes achieved; some  
  performers need to adjust volume(s) to allow other  
  parts to be heard. Overall listening skills are evident.  
 q Instrumentation and/or equipment issues adversely  
  affect the ensemble sound.

TECHNIQUE
Rhythm/Precision/Facility 
 q Notes are performed correctly most of the time;  
  occasional errors are evident. 
 q Rhythmic precision is evident; errors occur occasionally.  
 q Attacks and releases require more consistent accuracy.
 q Players demonstrate awareness of pulse and tempo,  
  although lapses occur occasionally. 
 q Technical facility shows adequate preparation,  
  however some mistakes are noticeable. 
Articulation/Bowing 
 q Articulation/bowing technique and style are somewhat  
  uniform, but lack consistency. 
 q Articulations/bowings may lack clarity and control. 
 q Attacks and releases are inconsistent.

MUSICALITY
Interpretation/Style/Phrasing
 q Players pay attention to director much of the time,  
  but concentration is inconsistent. 
 q Interpretation and style are appropriate some of the  
  time. 
 q Tempos are fairly consistent, but may not always be  
  stylistically accurate.
 q Phrasing concepts are still developing. Phrase lengths  
  and dynamic contours are inconsistent and/or lack  
  fluidity. 
Expression/Sensitivity/Dynamics 
 q Communication between the conductor and ensemble  
  is developing. Eye contact and response to conductor’s  
  gestures is inconsistent. 
 q Attempts are made to perform with dynamic contrast  
  within a limited range. 
 q Crescendos, diminuendos, and other dynamic  
  indications are inconsistently performed. 
 q Dynamic extremes are not always performed tastefully.

OTHER FACTORS = 10 POINTS

Choice of Music (1–6 points)
 q Appropriateness for the ensemble’s ability level.
 q Quality and suitability for the festival.
 q Variety of selections (styles, tempos, periods). 
 q Overall programming effect. 
Sub-total points

Stage Presence (1–2 points)
 q Professionalism and deportment.
 q Appearance (uniformity, posture).
Sub-total points

Effect of Presentation (1–2 points)
 q Any noticeable characteristic of the ensemble  
  that the adjudicator feels has a positive or  
  negative affect on the group’s presentation.
Sub-total points

Other Factors
Total Points

CLASSIFICATION 2

CLASSIFICATION 3

GOOD
5 6 7 8 

EXCELLENT
9 10 11 12

SUPERIOR
13 14 15

FAIR
1 2 3 4 

GOOD
5 6 7 8

EXCELLENT
9 10 11 12

SUPERIOR
13 14 15

FAIR
1 2 3 4 

GOOD
5 6 7 8

EXCELLENT
9 10 11 12

SUPERIOR
13 14 15

QUALITY OF SOUND
Tone Quality/Intonation
 q Superlative tone achieved throughout the performance. 
 q Tone is consistently focused, full, clear, resonant,  
  and uniform. 
 q Outstanding support and/or bow control of tone. 
 q Instruments are tuned well. 
 q Harmonic intonation and chord tuning is superior. 
 q Highly developed listening and adjusting skills.
Blend/Balance
 q Blend of tones within individual sections and across  
  the ensemble is consistently uniform. 
 q Balance between melodic and harmonic lines is  
  constantly achieved, reflecting performers intent  
  listening, adjusting, and overall awareness of the  
  musical construct. 
 q Exceptional blend and balance in all registers and  
  textures.

TECHNIQUE
Rhythm/Precision/Facility
 q Ensemble cohesiveness and precision are outstanding. 
 q Superb control of pulse, tempo, and rhythmic patterns. 
 q Technical facility is superb. 
Articulation/Bowing
 q Articulation/bowing styles are stylistically appropriate  
  and uniform. 
 q Attacks and releases are performed correctly.

MUSICALITY
Interpretation/Style/Phrasing 
	 q Players intently follow the conductor all of the time.
 q Stylistic elements are always appropriate and the  
  performance is highly musical.
 q Tempo choices are tasteful and appropriate.
 q Mature, expressive, and dynamic shaping of musical  
  phrases at all times.
Expression/Sensitivity/Dynamics 
 q Outstanding communication between conductor  
  and ensemble creates a polished and professional  
  performance. 
 q Expression is authentic, sensitive, and highly effective.
 q Extraordinary performance that explores the entire  
  dynamic spectrum.
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Classifications of Ensembles

When registering for a festival, directors will 
have the discretion to select from one of three 
classifications (the scale with which they want 
their ensembles to be evaluated) that best suits 
the age and ability levels of their ensemble(s). 
A document to help directors choose the 
appropriate classification will be available 
for reference on the festival registration 
weblink. Below is a brief synopsis of the three 
classifications:

•	Class 1 Elementary School Ensembles 
(grades 5-6); Middle School Beginning and 
Intermediate Ensembles (grades 6-8)
The Class 1 Scale applies a significant mech-
anical shift of the point scale toward the left 
in comparison to the other classifications. 
This shift keeps the criteria consistent while 
maintaining a less stringent scoring/rating 

result. The 5th column is eliminated because 
it would be very extraordinary (if impossible) 
for ensembles in this class to achieve the 
performance standards outlined in that column.

•	Class 2 Middle School Advanced 
Ensembles (grades 6-8); High School 
Novice and Intermediate Ensembles 
(grades 9-12)
The Class 2 Scale applies a more modest 
mechanical shift of the point scale toward 
the left. The scale is weighted more toward 
the center columns to provide reliable and 
authentic feedback that is more in line with 
groups at this level.

•	Class 3 High School Advanced Level 
Ensembles (grades 9-12)
The Class 3 Scale utilizes the full range of the 
rubric.   (continued on page 15)
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2. The Performance Comments  
and Score Sheet

The new system will, as in the current 
format, assess performances as related to four 
main areas: Quality of Sound, Technique, 
Musicality and Other Factors. While these 
are similar to our current model, they have 
been reimagined and refined. The three major 
captions (Quality of Sound, Technique, 
Musicality) have been divided into two sub-
captions worth 15 points each, enabling 
the adjudicators to more accurately address 
specific ensemble performance issues. (With 
Jazz, the points allotment is slightly different. 
Please see Keith Johnson’s article for Jazz 
scoring details.)

•	 Quality of Sound (30 points total) 
 Tone and Intonation (15 pts)
 Blend and Balance (15 pts)
•	 Technique (30 points total)  
 Rhythm, Precision and Facility (15 pts)
 Articulation and Bowing (15 pts)
•	 Musicality (30 points total)  
 Interpretation, Style and Phrasing (15 pts)
 Expression, Sensitivity, Dynamics (15 pts)

A significant change has been made with 
the Other Factors category, which has been 
revamped into a more objective area that 
assesses Choice of Music, Stage Presence, and 
Effect of Presentation. The category has been 
weighted to emphasize the importance of the 
repertoire selection, while acknowledging 
other elements that affect the performance.

Other Factors (10 points total)
•	 Choice of Music (1-6 pts)   
 Appropriate for the ensemble’s ability level
 Quality and suitability for the festival
 Variety of selections (styles, tempos, periods)
 Overall programming effect
•	 Stage Presence (1-2 pts) 
 Professionalism and deportment 
 Appearance (uniformity, posture)
•	 Effect of Presentation (1-2 pts) 
 Any noticeable characteristic of the  
 ensemble that the adjudicator feels  
 has a positive or negative affect 

In keeping with current practice, space is 
provided for adjudicators to provide written 
commentary to amplify their recorded 

comments, as well as to highlight areas 
checked on the rubric. The Comments and 
Score Sheet will be printed on the reverse 
side of the Performance Evaluation Scale 
and Rubric, providing directors and students 
with feedback regarding their performance, 
as well as information that may guide them 
toward higher standards of performance.

New Ratings Ranges

The use of the sliding scale has necessitated a 
significant change in regard to the assigning 
of ratings. New, expanded ratings ranges will 
allow greater flexibility by the adjudicators 
when assigning ratings, while using a more 
authentic point system. Note that the “Needs 
Improvement” rating has been eliminated.

The new ratings ranges are as follows:
 Superior 80 - 100 pts
 Excellent 60 - 79 pts
 Good 34 - 59 pts
 Fair 06 - 33 pts

3. The Adjudicators Worksheet

The Adjudicators Worksheet assists 
adjudicators with the mechanics of using 
the new system. This worksheet will enable 
adjudicators to better manage their numbers 
in order to avoid erasures and errors on the 
Score Sheet and to keep a visual record of 
how each performing ensemble’s score was 
derived.

Implications and Outcomes

The primary goals of the new CMEA Bay 
Section Festival Evaluation System are to 
clearly align our method of assessment with 
standards of performance and to provide 
directors and students with authentic 
positive and critical feedback that is meant to 
encourage and foster musical growth. 

CMEA Bay Section ran a pilot program 
this past year, in which a few veteran judges 
shadow-adjudicated at select Jazz, Band/
Orchestra and Choral festivals. The scores 
from the pilot adjudicators did not factor into 
the ratings at these festivals; rather the data 
was used for comparison with the scores from 
(continued on page 16)
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the actual judges assigned to these festivals. The 
adjudicators in the pilot reported they were 
able to be acutely objective when assigning 
point values and unconcerned with the point 
total until it was time to add up the points 
from the Performance Evaluation Scale.

The new system is more complex than 
our current evaluation method and will 
undoubtedly pose some moderate challenges 
to adjudicators who are using it for the first 
time. The transition may be a bit rocky for 
everyone — adjudicators and directors alike. 
Adjudicators will undergo extensive training 
sessions this fall and again at the Winter 
Conference in order to become familiar with 
the format, and mentor adjudicators will 
be assigned to all festivals to facilitate the 
implementation of the new system.

To accommodate the new system, 
performance slots at all festivals will be 
increased by 5 minutes. Band/Orchestra 
and Jazz festivals will now be scheduled in 
30-minute time blocks; Choral festivals will 
increase to 25 minutes. Please note that this 
increase is to allow the adjudicators extra 
time for completing the evaluation forms. 
The time allotted to actual performance 
will remain as in the past: 17 minutes for 
instrumental groups and 13 minutes for 
choral groups.

A major advantage to using the new system is 
that adjudicators can use specific vocabulary 
or phrases from the form as part of their 
spoken comments, and that they can use the 
checkboxes to target specific areas within the 
rubric.

Because adjudicators will be directed to 
closely adhere to the standards rubric, 
numeric scores will most likely trend 
lower across the board, and more genuinely 
reflect the level of performance. For example, 
a group that usually receives a score of 90 
may see scores dip into the low 80s, which 
is still a Superior rating, but it shows the 
director and students that there is room for 
growth. In another scenario, the difference 
between scores of 90 and 95 is infinitesimal 
on a numeric scale, but quite large in terms 

of the level of performance. Using the new 
system, these scores might translate to 80 and 
90, revealing a more significant gap between 
scores. Both scores qualify as a Superior 
rating, but the director and students in the 
group scoring an 80 can readily see the areas 
needed for improvement.

Another likely outcome is the potential for 
wider variances between the adjudicators’ 
numeric scores due to the increased ratings 
ranges. The stipulation in the Handbook 
requiring judges to be within one rating of 
one another will remain in effect, but because 
each of the ratings spans a 20-point gamut, 
scores between adjudicators may vary more 
dramatically than they have in the past. 

Groups earning Unanimous Superior ratings, 
regardless of the numeric point value (if 
it’s in the 80s) will still be eligible for the 
Unanimous Superior Award. However, 
it may be a rare occurrence for a group to 
receive a score in the 90-point range. In 
order to diminish any hint of competition, 
the Board is recommending that ratings no 
longer be posted at festival sites.

Sight Reading Changes for 2016

Some significant changes in Band, Orchestra 
and Jazz sight-reading procedure and 
evaluation will take place beginning in 
2016. It is important to note the following 
information pertains only to Band/
Orchestra and Jazz festivals. Changes to 
Choral sight-reading are in development for 
implementation in the future.

•	A	 new	 standards-based	 rubric	 has	 been	
developed for sight-reading, the details of 
which are presented below.

•	We	 will	 continue	 to	 offer	 directors	 the	
choice to either Sight Read or to take a 
Clinic. A new feature is that directors may 
now choose to sight read for “Comments 
Only”, without receiving a rating.

•	Directors	will	still	have	2	minutes	to	study	
the score and a 5-minute instructional period 
to talk students through the sight-reading 
selection. However, a major procedural  
(continued on page 17) 
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change will transfer the responsibility of 
interpreting rhythms and notation from  
the director to the students. Directors will 
no longer be able to demonstrate the music 
by singing melodies, clapping rhythms, etc. 
Students, on the other hand, will be allowed 
to silently finger their parts, sing or clap 
rhythms if asked to do so by the director, and 
anything else, except play their instruments 
during the instructional period.

•	A	 superior	 rating	 in	 sight-reading	 is	
required of all groups, including middle 
school ensembles, in order to be eligible for 
the Unanimous Superior Award.

New Sight Reading Evaluation Form

A new performance-based standards rubric 
has been developed for sight-reading, 
enabling adjudicators to provide a more 
authentic assessment. The format of the 
new rubric is similar to the one developed 
for performance where the standards within 
the rubric are delineated into columns that 
increase incrementally from left to right, and 
key components within each category are 
denoted with checkboxes for quick reference. 

The new Band/Orchestra Sight Reading 
Evaluation Form uses a 70-point formula to 
assess the following seven categories: 
•	 Accuracy of Rhythm (10 pts) 
 - Correct reading of rhythms and meters. 
 - Recovery from errors
•	 Accuracy of Notes (10 pts) 
 - Note accuracy, accidentals, key signatures
•	 Stylistic Details (10 pts) 
 - Articulations, bowings, style and tempo  
 indications
•	 Musicality (10 pts)
 - Phrasing, expression, and dynamics
•	 Response to Other Players (10 pts) 
 - Listening and adjusting skills,  
 intonation, blend, balance, and precision
•	 Response to Conductor (10 pts)  
 - Ability to follow style gestures  
 - Communication
•	 Group Discipline (10 pts) 
 - Alertness, cooperation, posture  
 - Attention to instructions

The new Jazz Sight Reading Evaluation Form 
will assess these categories:
•	 Accuracy of Rhythm (10 pts) 
 - Correct reading of rhythms and meters 
 - Recovery from errors
•	 Accuracy of Notes (10 pts) 
 - Note accuracy, accidentals, key signatures
•	 Style/Interpretation (10 pts) 
 - Feel, articulation, phrasing, tempo,  
 and inflection
•	 Musicality (10 pts) 
 - Listening, adjusting, blend, intonation,  
 interaction, expression, and dynamics 
•	 Time (10 pts) 
 - Pulse, tempo, feel, and drive
•	 Improvisation (10 pts) 
 - Vocabulary, time, technique, attention  
 to chord changes, and variety 
•	 Group Discipline (10 pts) 
 - Alertness, cooperation, posture,  
 attention to instructions

The ratings ranges for Sight Reading are as 
follows:
 Superior 56 - 70 pts
 Excellent 41 - 55 pts
 Good 21 - 40 pts
 Fair 07 - 20 pts

Providing a quality festival experience is 
paramount to the mission of CMEA Bay 
Section. As we continue into the 21st century, 
we believe that the new festival evaluation 
system is a vast improvement over previous 
models and that the standards-based rubric 
format will provide directors and students 
with an authentic assessment tool that will 
better assist them in the music classroom.

All of the information presented here 
in this article, including all of the new 
performance and sight-reading evaluation 
forms can be found on the website at: 
www.cmeabaysection.org.

Past President
continued from

 page 16
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excitement and freshness of a new school 
year. It seems like there have been so 

many job openings for music teachers in our 
area this spring and summer; I encourage you 
to reach out to new colleagues and get them 
involved in our Bay Section community. 
Never forget what it is like to be the only or 
new music teacher on campus. Sometimes all 
it takes is a quick email or phone call to help 
support a colleague. It is up to all of us to 
build the music education community and 
encourage each other to continuously better 
our practice.

Our Winter Conference will again be held 
at Chabot College this coming January, and 
I encourage you not only to attend, but to 
also bring a colleague who might not come 
without that extra bit of encouragement. I 
also urge you to nominate your students for 
our Jr. High Winter Conference Band. Your 
students will have an excellent experience and 
bring so much back to your program. Watch 
for an email blast about how to sign up your 
students in the very near future.

New CMEA Large Group Festival  
Rubrics and More!

As you may have noticed, this “back to 
school” edition of Tempo has a heavy focus 
on the new updates coming to our CMEA 
large group festivals this year. The first thing 
to note will be our move to a new registration 
platform. This is a great move forward for our 
organization, and be sure to check out Julie 
Bounds’ and Rita Ziga-Brown’s articles about 
this so you can be prepared to use it when 
registration opens. Registration for festivals 
will open on August 31, at 4:00 p.m. for 
regional festivals, and September 14, at 4:00 
p.m. for out-of-region festivals.

Additionally, we have many updates to our 
adjudication system, and I’d like to thank 
Andy Collinsworth, Orrin Cross, and many 
other members of the board for their tireless 
work on refreshing our adjudication rubrics. 
Thanks to their efforts, all directors can look 
forward to receiving more detailed and useful 
feedback than in previous years. I encourage 

you to take a moment to read Andy’s article 
and review the new changes as you think 
about planning for your festival this year.

The use of these new rubrics will be especially 
meaningful with intermediate level groups. 
They will allow for modification based on 
a number of relevant factors, and allow 
directors to have discretion in choosing their 
group’s classification. Now adjudicators can 
clearly take in to account a freshman band, 
a small school 7th grade band, and more. 
Adjudicators will use this information to 
provide a more equitable scoring with greater 
detail in addressing a band’s performance.

Finally, there are some notable changes to the 
sight-reading process at our festivals as well, 
as we are moving to a more student-driven 
experience. Directors will no longer be able to 
demonstrate the music by singing melodies, 
clapping rhythms, etc. Students, on the other 
hand, will be allowed to silently finger their 
parts, sing or clap rhythms if asked to do so 
by the director, and anything else, except play 
their instruments during the instructional 
period. Again, I strongly encourage you to 
read Andy’s article, as it is very necessary to 
know these changes as you plan your teaching 
this year. CMEA large group festivals will be 
very exciting this year as we implement many 
changes and improvements.

“Top 5” Music for the Start of School

Each of the special representatives was 
asked to provide a “Top 5” playlist of sorts 
for this edition of Tempo. My “Top 5” for 
this article is comprised of music, which is 
great for the beginning of the school year. I 
know all of your students probably used the 
summer vacation to practice three hours a 
day, but mine did not. My number one goal 
in the first few weeks of school is to quickly 
re-establish great tone quality with my 
bands. Additionally, I want to redefine basic 
palettes of articulation, note length, and 
dynamics. The repertoire below lends itself 
to developing a great full band sound and 
reminding students of the basic fundamentals 
(continued on page 19)
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they might have forgotten over the summer. 
These pieces also work well for concerts and 
festivals, but above all, they provide terrific 
teaching opportunities in addition to being 
great music.

Renaissance Suite by Tielman Susato,  
arr. Jim Curnow
There are quite a few different arrangements 
of Susato’s pieces available for the concert 
band, and they all seem to work equally well. 
They are some of the best pieces for teaching 
uniformity of articulation and ensemble 
sound, as their focus alternates between the 
full group and smaller choirs of woodwinds 
and brass independently. Nearly all the 
writing is in block/open scoring allowing 
for comfortable ranges on all instruments. 
Percussionists have minimal, but interesting 
parts. Technically very easy, these pieces are 
great for ensembles of any level to reinforce 
fundamental concepts of sound and rhythm.

Prelude and Fugue in Bb Major  
by J.S. Bach, arr. Richard Moehlmann 
This is a band classic and one I return to 
every few years. It is a perfect vehicle for 
defining ensemble sound. Almost everyone 
plays the entire time (except for the 
percussion, and you’ll need to give them 
flute parts to play on keyboard instruments, 
or plan a separate activity for them). This 
piece features beautiful sequences perfect 
for teaching phrasing and encouraging 
sense of line. There is also frequent trading 
of melodic lines, and the sustained playing 
required seems to pass quickly to the players. 
The ability to have good sounding “full-band 
moments” materialize quickly, combined 
with the genius architecture of Bach is always 
satisfying to students and teachers alike.

Courtly Airs and Dances by Ron Nelson
This is a set of five short pieces composed 
in a Renaissance style, with each movement 
representing a different country in Europe. 
The key areas and instrumentation lend 
themselves to helping students develop 
vertical listening in the ensemble. Just like in 
Susato’s Renaissance Suite mentioned above, 
there are many instances of alternating 

choirs of instruments with repeated melodic 
statements. The pieces are quite short allowing 
you to cover many of the fundamental skills 
of ensemble balance and blend.

American Riversongs by Pierre LaPlante
Pierre LaPlante is a composer of wonderful 
music for younger bands. He has a number 
of pieces that are excellent and appropriate 
for both middle and high school groups. 
American Riversongs is reminiscent of the 
Clare Grundman rhapsodies, but with a 
more contemporary approach to scoring, 
especially in the upper woodwinds. Key 
areas are friendly for sight-reading, rhythmic 
independence required is low, and everything 
is very playable. This medley features four 
American folk tunes, and while most will 
immediately recognize “Shenandoah”, the 
other tunes are just as enjoyable and fun to 
play.

Prelude, Siciliano and Rondo  
by Malcolm Arnold
A classic of the wind band repertoire, the 
informed writing and angularity of this 
piece make it continue to be relevant. The 
technical elements of this piece are harder 
than the others listed above, but at its core is 
the ability to reinforce a fundamental palette 
of articulations and textures, develop a 
healthy full band tone, and build confidence 
and independence in the ensemble.

I hope you have a wonderful start to the 
school year. Please feel free to contact me 
with any questions or concerns, or to discuss 
ideas. I look forward to seeing you at various 
concerts, festivals, and conferences. T
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over and that we are moving in to the 
next school year. If you are like most 

music educators you have probably spent the 
last couple of months reflecting on your best 
teaching practices and also started to think 
about future performances and classroom 
pedagogy. If you are being completely honest 
in the examination of your program you may 
come to the conclusion that there might be 
some changes that are needed to continue 
to propel your students on the trajectory 
that you have charted out for them. While 
as music educators we might acknowledge 
that change is never completely comfortable, 
as specialists in our area of expertise we all 
realize that change can reap huge dividends.

This festival season there will be a change in the 
instrumental and choral adjudication sheets. 
These sheets are much more comprehensive 
in their approach to specific music education 
criteria. While the score sheet side still looks 
pretty much the same, the front of the 
sheet will have very in-depth rubrics, which 
correspond to the different musical areas on 
the adjudication sheet.

Using this new form will allow directors to 
enter their various groups based on group 
level. Since the rubric allows for differences 
in young emerging performers versus more 
advanced musicians there will be a better 
opportunity for quality feedback and 
assessment.

If this is difficult for you to imagine please go to 
our website and click on “Adjudication”. You 
can then go to the new CMEA Bay Section 
Band/Orchestra Evaluation Scale and look 
for yourself. Many board members worked 
very hard to make a form that they thought 
would help our membership go forward 
with a clear rubric of best performance 
practices. This evaluation sheet is the result 
of dedicated Bay Section music educators 
working together to make our festivals more 
consistent and precise. All of the adjudicators 
who will be judging this year will have the 
opportunity for a four hour “clinic” on how 
to use the new rating scale. These training 

and informational sessions will be taking 
place in October, far in advance of our Bay 
Section festival season and this will allow the 
judges to become familiar and comfortable 
with the new judging sheet.

I believe in Bay Section and while I know that 
sometimes change can be a little stressful and 
uncomfortable I have to say that change also 
allows for tremendous growth and ultimately 
success for our students, our programs, and 
our communities.

As we move in to the fall do not forget to 
nominate your students for our Jr. High 
Winter Conference Orchestra. The form 
should be on line soon! In my next Tempo 
update I will have more details about our 
upcoming conference, which will once again 
be held at beautiful Chabot College.

On your mark, get set, GROW!

Addendum:
Tempo Editor Heidi Cross challenged some 
of the special reps to come up with a “Top 5” 
list. My assignment was for orchestral music 
for a rainy day, but it has been so hot (and 
dry), that I really was not in a rainy afternoon 
mood! Here are the top five I would want to 
listen to:
Fantasia on a Theme From Thomas Tallis 
by Vaughan Williams
Adagio for Strings by Samuel Barber
Last Round by Osvaldo Golijov
Divertimento in D Major by Mozart,  
K. 251
Fuel by Julia Wolfe

T
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I hope this article finds you well, rested 
and energized to start the school year. 
There is a lot happening this year! We 

will be implementing our new performance 
rubric and score sheets for Choral Festivals, 
piloting new procedures for sight-singing 
and modifying some of the policies for our 
festival protocols.

The special reps along with Andy 
Collinsworth and Orrin Cross have spent a 
lot of time taking the data we collected from 
our pilot program last season and revising 
both the rubrics, presented at last year’s 
conference, and the score sheets. I believe we 
have come up with a much more authentic 
assessment tool that will provide singers and 
their conductors with concise feedback and 
identify specific areas for improvement, as well 
as recognizing those areas in which ensembles 
excel. As a result, time slots for choral 
festivals will now be 25 minutes instead of 
20. The performance time for choral festivals 
will remain the same at 13 minutes of music. 
The extra 5 minutes is for the adjudicators to 
work with the new rubrics and score sheets. 
We are also looking at changing the way we 
do sight-reading at choral festivals. I’ve been 
in contact with CMEA State President-elect  
Scott Hedgecock, who is active in the 
Southern California Vocal Association and 
we’re working towards achieving consistent 
procedures, rubrics, and scoring sheets for 
the entire State. It’s still in process at the 
moment, but if you’d like to see what were 
working from, you can check out the pilot 
procedure that SVCA ran this past spring at: 
www.scvachoral.org/festivals.php and explore 
the procedures, rubrics, score sheets, and see 
some examples of the sight-reading music. 
The goal of this change is to develop a more 
authentic assessment tool and procedure for 
sight-reading. Your input and feedback is vital 
to this process, so please spend a few minutes 
and explore the SCVA link and let me know 
what you think. One of the possibilities is 
that everyone would sight-read and get a 
clinic. We will keep the same sight-reading 
procedures and score sheets for this year and 

look to make the change to the new system 
during the 2017 festival season. 

For festival registration this year, CMEA 
Bay Section has developed a new festival 
registration system, which is accessible 
through www.cmeabaysection.org. Our hope 
is that this program will be more user friendly, 
centrally located, and make the organizing 
and running of festivals more efficient. As 
part of this you will now need to designate a 
classification for each of your ensembles. You 
will have three options to categorize your 
ensembles. They are: 

Class 1: Elementary School Ensembles; 
Middle School Beginning and Intermediate 
Ensembles 
Class 2: Middle School Advanced 
Ensembles High School Novice and 
Intermediate Ensembles 
Class 3: High School Advanced Level 
Ensembles

With the new software, you will be able to 
edit this if it changes after you’ve registered 
and before the festival you’re attending. These 
categories are correlated with the different 
sliding scales for the new rubrics and will 
insure that your ensemble is being assessed 
on the correct scoring rubric. There will be 
multiple sessions at our Winter Conference 
at Chabot College in January for you to get 
introduced to the changes and get a preview 
of the proposed new sight-reading materials. 
Don’t miss these workshops. 

We’ve been asked by the Tempo Editor Heidi 
Cross, to include a top tunes list. Here is 
mine: 
SATB: Sing Me to Heaven by Daniel  
Gawthrop, Dustan House Music (DH9101)
SSAA: Koudjay by Sydney Guillaume, 
Walton Music (G-WW1434)
TTBB: Ride the Chariot by William H. 
Smith, Neil A. Kjos (KJ-1102)
SA: Shiru by Allan Naplan,  
Boosey & Hawkes (48004879)
(continued on page 23)
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Welcome back to the new school 

year! I hope that you’ve had the 
opportunity to recharge and 

are looking forward to the upcoming year. 
At this point you should be aware that Bay 
Section will be implementing new rubrics 
and evaluation forms at all of our festivals 
this upcoming season. If you haven’t done 
so already, I encourage you to read Dr. Andy 
Collinsworth’s article in this issue of Tempo, 
which contains an excellent overview of the 
new forms and processes taking place. In my 
article I would like to share with you some of 
the specific changes to our jazz rubrics and 
performance evaluation forms. 

I encourage you to first take a look at the 
new rubrics posted on the CMEA Bay 
Section website to familiarize yourself with 
how adjudicators will be assessing your 
performance. You will notice on the new 
evaluation form for jazz performance that 
there are two categories of points, 20-point 
categories and 10-point categories. (This 
is a different score breakdown from Band/
Orchestra and Choral.) The 20-point 
categories are weighed more heavily because 
these are the areas in which students have the 
opportunity to show their understanding of 
the genre. 

The Style and Interpretation category 
focuses on how a group demonstrates their 
understanding of the style(s) in which they 
are playing, with an emphasis on phrasing, 
correct articulations, and inflection. The 
Improvisation category is broken up into 
two important categories on our new rubric. 
In addition to having a grasp of the changes, 
students should be able to express and execute 
their ideas in tempo. In addition to being 
able to play within the chord structure of 
a piece and in time, phrasing is an equally 
important aspect of improvisation. Students 
should be able to demonstrate their ability to 
form a complete musical thought or phrase, 
rather than fragmented lines throughout the 
solo. Soloist should demonstrate their ability 
to speak the language and part of that comes 
from understanding the form and chord 
structure of the piece they are improvising on. 

A question that often comes up among 
directors and adjudicators alike is how 
many soloists should be featured at festival. 
On the rubric you will notice that in the 
“Superior” column there is a sentence that 
says “outstanding variety and quality of 
solos.” While there is no set number of 
soloists required for performance, directors 
are encouraged to feature more than one or 
two soloists within the ensemble. If you have 
multiple soloists to feature, outstanding! I 
encourage you to spread out your soloists 
over the length of your set rather than 
concentrating a bulk of them on one tune. 
Think about that minor blues that was eight 
soloists too long — with no backgrounds — 
and no rhythmic or textural variation from 
the rhythm section… and, well, you get the 
point!

Ultimately what our adjudicators are 
evaluating is how well ensembles demonstrate 
their ability to speak the language. All of this 
information also applies to sight-reading. 
While the sight-reading procedures will be 
the same for all large instrumental ensembles 
in Bay Section festivals, jazz sight-reading 
will focus on a group’s ability to successfully 
read in the style of the piece they are reading. 

I welcome your feedback before or after your 
jazz festival experience this year. The goal of 
these changes in our rubrics and evaluation 
forms is to better assess performing groups and 
provide adjudicators with the tools necessary 
to provide consistent and informative 
feedback to help the development of our 
ensembles.

In planning for your performances this 
school year, I’d like to share with you a couple 
of arrangements for young jazz bands that I 
have found to be a great tools for teaching 
standards, improvisation, and work great 
in concert and festival settings. These may 
already be on your radar but if you haven’t 
used them in a while I encourage you to dust 
them off and give them a try! In no particular 
order...
(continued on page 23)
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I had the good fortune to travel to the 
Baltics this summer. I spent six days traveling 
through Lithuania, Latvia, and Estonia. I 
visited Vilnius, Riga, and Tallinn and found 
a choral culture that is the heart-beat of the 
region. The people were so welcoming and 
friendly and willing to share their music 
and culture. I saw many amazing churches, 
watched a rehearsal of the Latvian Radio 
Choir, saw the Youth Song Festival in 
Riga, (13,000 singers!), and met Rihards 
Dubra, Eriks Esenvalds, and many of the 
top conductors of the region. Words cannot 
express how powerful those experiences were.  

When we met with the Latvian composers 
and conductors in Riga, one of them, Mara 
Marnauza, conductor of the Women’s Choir 
Balta, said something that summed up our 
time together and I think is applicable to us 
in our daily rehearsals. She said that, “When 
we start with the same heart, it’s easy to work 
together.” I know that this resonated with me 
and will guide my first days of rehearsals and 
hopefully allow me to further the sense of 
community in my ensembles. 

Have a great start to the year and I’ll see you 
in January! T

C
hoir

continued from
 page 21

Solar by Miles Davis, arr. Rick Stitzel
Sidewinder by Lee Morgan, arr. Paul Murtha
Bay Side Groovin by Michael Sweeney
Work Song by Nat Adderley, arr. Mike Dana
Sugar by Stanley Turrentine, arr. Mark Taylor

Looking ahead to the Winter Conference...

Please be on the lookout for audition materials 
and information on this year’s High School 
Conference Jazz Ensemble under direction 
of Dr. Steve Roach from Sacramento State 
University. Dr. Roach is an outstanding 

jazz educator and is also the director of the 
2016 California All-State Jazz Ensemble! 
Bay Section students have an incredible 
opportunity to work under this year’s All-
State director! We are honored that he will be 
conducting the band this year. Information 
on auditions, including materials, rehearsal 
times and other instructions will be posted 
on the CMEA Bay Section website in early 
September.

I look forward to seeing everyone at the 
conference in this coming January! T

Jazz
continued from

 page 22

Be sure to check out the Bay Section website for  
up-to-date news and information at:  

www.cmeabaysection.org
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year and an exciting year of 
festivals hosted by CMEA 

Bay Section. Members of the Board have 
been hard at work launching a new festival 
registration website specifically designed for 
our needs right here in Bay Section and we 
are launching it for this upcoming 2016 
festival registration season. 

What do you need to do? You need to go 
to www.cmeabaysection.org and click on the 
“Festival Registration” link, which takes 
you to the new registration site and create 
an account. Please read the information on 
declaring a classification for your group prior 
to registering (refer to past president Andy 
Collinsworth’s article for further clarification 
on this point.) Once you have created an 
account you may practice registering your 
group for the “test festival” on the new site. I 
think you will be pleasantly surprised at the 
simplicity of festival registration under our 
new system. 

We have been 
working hard to 
secure contracts for 
all of our festivals. 
See page 26 for a 
list of Bay Section 
2016 festivals  
(current to our  
print deadline.) For 
the  most up-to-date  
listing, visit our  website at www.
cmeabaysection.org. You can also find a list 
of festivals on our new registration site. You 
are also free to contact me at stmusicteacher@
gmail.com with any questions regarding Large 
Group Festivals.

Finally, if you know of a music teacher new 
to Bay Section, perhaps you could reach out  
and share this NEW and important festival 
registration information. 

Please read this list of reminders and helpful 
information: 

•	 Festival	 registration	 information	 can	 be	
found at www.cmeabaysection.org

•	 Festival	 registration	 opens	 Monday, 
August 31 at 4:00 p.m.

•	 Out	 of	 region	 registration	 Monday,	
September 14 at 4:00 p.m.

•	 A	 reminder	 of	 our	 REGION	 vs.	 AREA	
format for festivals: North – Areas I & VII; 
South – Areas V & VIII; East –Areas II & III; 
West – Area VI, and Valley – Area IV. 

•	 All	Jazz	festivals	are	open	to	all	jazz	groups	
regardless of region.

•	 The	 CMEA	 Bay	 Section	 Jazz	 Combo	
Festival will be held this year at Santa Teresa 
High School in conjunction with the Jazz 
South Festival. Any schools from any region 
are welcome to attend this festival. 

•	 Please	 double	 check	 your	 schedules/
calendars for all school breaks before you 
register for a festival.
•	 THERE	WILL	 NOT	 BE	 A	WAITING	
LIST FOR FESTIVALS. Please plan ahead 
and register for the festival(s) you want 

to attend. If you cannot attend a festival 
you have registered for, please read the 
information under the section titled “Fees” 
about cancelling or transferring festival 
registrations. 

•	 Make	sure	that	you	have	created	an	account	
on our new festival registration website by 
clicking the “Festival Registration” link on 
the CMEA Bay Section homepage.

•	 If	 you	happen	 to	 register	 at	 a	 site	 that	 is	
out of your region prior to September 14,  
(excluding jazz sites), your entry will 
automatically be deleted (you will be 
contacted about this). Please wait for out of  
(continued on page 25) 

NEW CMEA Bay Section Registration Site! 
All information at www.cmeabaysection.org

Festival registration opens  
Monday, August 31 at 4:00 p.m.

Out-of-Region registration opens 
Monday, September 14 at 4:00 p.m.
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region registration, no matter how frustrating 
it might be. 

•	 Festival	 dates	 are	 being	 posted	 on	
our “Festival Calendar” as soon as the 
festival contracts are approved. You can 
find a complete listing of dates at www.
cmeabaysection.org 

•	 Practice	registering	for	a	festival	on	our	new	
website after you have created an account by 
selecting “test festival”. 

Fees 

You may either use PayPal or snail mail to 
pay your festival fees. 

•	 Please	 note	 –	 Festival	 fees	 are	 due	 by	
October 15, 2015, or 30 days after you 
register; whichever is later.

•	 Delinquent	 fees	 –	 Once	 the	 Treasurer,	
myself, or the site host has contacted you 
about your delinquent fees, please be 
professionally responsible and communicate 
to us, as promptly as possible, your intentions 
regarding your festival registration(s). Some 
questions that you might be asked due to 
delinquent fees:

1. (Question): We have not received 
payment, so will you be attending the festival 
for which you are registered? (Answer): If you 
will not be attending, no big deal. Simply let 
us know and I/we will delete your registration 
and offer you a full refund if it is prior to the 
December 31, 2015 refund deadline. If we 
contact you and you do not respond, your 
registration will be deleted after four weeks.

2. (Q): Will you need to cancel? (A): I can 
help you with this as well; it will be treated 
the same way as #1. However, if you do need 
to cancel after December 31, no refund will 
be available, although you can still register at 
an alternate site and roll-over your fee.

3. (Q): Do you need to move your registration 
to an alternate site? (A): If so, I can do this for 
you. I can move your registration from site 
to site on our new website (if you need to 
move to an alternate site due to a scheduling 
conflict) and your fees will follow.

To reiterate:

•	 Festival	 Registration	 will	 open	 for	 in	
region registration August 31, at 4:00 p.m. 
Out of region registration will be accessible 
on September 14.  

•	 Your	registration	will	be	deleted	if	your	fee	
has not been received within 30 days of the 
day you registered. 

•	 Refund	 deadline	 is	 December	 31,	 2015.	
There will be no refunds after this date unless 
CMEA Bay Section cancels a festival due to 
low enrollment.

Have a terrific school year!

North:  (Areas I & VII)
Marin  •  Mendocino  •  Napa 

Solano  •  Sonoma

South:  (Areas V & VIII)
Santa Clara

East:  (Areas II & III)
Alameda  •  Contra Costa

West:  (Area VI) 
San Francisco  •  San Mateo

Valley:  (Area IV)
Alpine  •  Calaveras 

San Joaquin  •  Stanislaus  
Tuolumne

T

Bay Section  
Festival Regions

Breakdown shown by  
Region/Areas/Counties

Large G
roup Festivals

continued from
 page 24
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2016 Festival Calendar
N

or
th Jazz North January 15 Sonoma State University Rohnert Park Andy Collinsworth 

Jazz Combo February 6 Santa Teresa HS San José Julie Bounds 
Band/Orchestra - A March 5 & 6 Terra Linda HS San Rafael Daniel Thomson 
Band/Orchestra - B April 15 & 16 American Canyon HS American Canyon Matthew Smith 
Choir April 8 & 9 Sonoma State University Rohnert Park Jenny Bent

Jazz East January 15 & 16 Northgate HS Walnut Creek Greg Brown 
Jazz Combo February 6 Santa Teresa HS San José Julie Bounds 
Solo & Ensemble March 5 CSU EastBay Hayward Diana Ryan 
Band/Orchestra - A March 18 & 19 Deer Valley HS Antioch Larry Widener 
Band/Orchestra - B April 1 & 2 El Cerrito HS El Cerrito Keith Johnson 
Band/Orchestra - C April 22 & 23 Irvington HS Fremont Charlie Rodda 
Band/Orchestra - D April 22 & 23 Castro Valley HS Castro Valley Steve Hendee 
Band/Orchestra - E April 29 & 30 San Ramon Valley HS Danville Cheryl Yee Glass 
Band/Orchestra - F May 6 & 7 Amador HS Pleasanton Jonathan Grantham 
Choir - A April 15 & 16 Acalanes HS Lafayette Bruce Lengacher 
Choir- B May 23 Liberty HS Brentwood Laura Carreon

Jazz Combo February 6 Santa Teresa HS San José Julie Bounds 
Solo & Ensemble March 5 CSU Stanislaus Turlock Dan Davies 
Band/Orchestra - A April 29 & 30 Downey HS Modesto Daniel Bryan 
Band/Orchestra - B May 6 & 7 Downey HS Modesto Daniel Bryan 
Choir April 8 & 9 Johansen HS Modesto Jennifer Champeaux

Jazz South February 5 & 6 Santa Teresa HS San José Julie Bounds 
Jazz Combo February 6 Santa Teresa HS San José Julie Bounds 
Solo & Ensemble - A February 27 San José State University San José Nancy Moser 
Solo & Ensemble - B March 19 San José State University San José TBD 
Solo & Ensemble - C March 26 San José State University San José TBD 
Band/Orchestra - A March 18 & 19 Saratoga HS Saratoga Michael Boitz 
Band/Orchestra - B April 8 & 9 Evergreen Valley HS San José Steve Barnhill  
Band/Orchestra - C April 29 & 30 Santa Teresa HS San José Julie Bounds 
Band/Orchestra - D April 29 & 30 Gunn HS Palo Alto Todd Summers 
Band/Orchestra - E May 6 & 7 Independence HS San José Ken Ponticelli 
Choir - A March 11 & 12 West Valley College San José Lou DeLa Rosa 
Choir - B April 15 & 16 Silver Creek Valley HS San José Kira Dixon

Jazz West January 22 & 23 Aragon HS San Mateo Troy Davis 
Jazz Combo February 6 Santa Teresa HS San José Julie Bounds 
Solo & Ensemble March 12 San Francisco State U San Francisco R. Galela/C. Ginwalla 
Band/Orchestra - A April 15 & 16 El Camino HS S. San Francisco Ray Galela 
Band/Orchestra - B May 13 & 14 Mills HS Millbrae Doug Miner 
Choir May 7 Aragon HS San Mateo Troy Davis

So
ut

h
Check www.cmeabaysection.org for festival updates.
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Registration Dates to Remember

Large Group Festivals
Large Group Festival Registration (In Region): August 31, 2015 (4:00 PM) 

Large Group Festival Registration (Out of Region): September 14, 2015 (4:00 PM)

Solo and Ensemble Festivals
Solo & Ensemble Registration: October 1, 2015 (4:00 PM) 

Conference Performance Groups
In addition to the various sessions, the winter conference features the following festival 
performance groups for students in grades 7, 8, 9: the Junior High Conference Concert Band, 
Junior High Conference Orchestra, Junior High Conference Choir. The High School Jazz 
Band is for students in grades 9, 10, 11, 12. Please take a few moments to nominate deserving 
students from your program (2 students for band, 5 students for orchestra, and 7 students for 
choir.) Refer to the Jazz Representative’s article on pages 22 and 23 for information regarding 
the High School Jazz Band nominations. 

Information regarding the conference, including student nominations and conference 
registration can be found on the Bay Section website. To nominate your students for one of the 
conference groups, visit www.cmeabaysection.org 

Conference Choir 
Conductor – Lou DeLa Rosa

Conference Choir Regsistration OPENS: August 31, 2015 
Conference Choir Regsistration CLOSES: October 30, 2014

Conference Band 
Conductor – TBD

Conference Band Regsistration OPENS: August 31, 2015 
Conference Band Regsistration CLOSES: October 30, 2015

Conference Orchestra 
Conductor – TBD

Conference Orchestra Regsistration OPENS: August 31, 2015 
Conference Orchestra Regsistration CLOSES: October 30, 2015

All registrations and nominations:  
wwwcmeabaysection.org
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school year! As the Solo and 
Ensemble Festival Coordinator, 

I would like to make you all aware of the 
procedures for registering for Solo and 
Ensemble festivals for 2016. We will be using 
a new festival registration site, which can 
be found under the “Festival Registration” 
tab on the CMEA Bay Section website. I 
encourage everyone to visit the site and create 
their user account before registering for your 
festivals. Registration for Solo and Ensemble 
festivals will begin on Thursday, October 1, 
2015 and will close in February. I encourage 
you to register for your festival as early as 
possible, as many festivals will fill long before 
the February deadline and it can be very 
difficult to add students to a festival after the 
closing date.

This year, we will 
also be offering 
a special, high 
school only, Solo  
and Ensemble 
festival at San 
José State University on Saturday, March 
19, 2016. All of the performance slots at 
this festival will be increased to 20 minutes 
long and will cost $40.00 per slot. This is 
an excellent opportunity for high school 
students to perform longer works that may 
not fit into the standard 10-minute time 
slot ($25.00). Directors are also welcome to 
purchase double time slots at any other Solo 
and Ensemble festival ($50.00).

It is never too early to discuss participation 
in Solo and Ensemble festivals with your 
students. Many students have already selected 
music to perform, while for others it may be 
their first opportunity to perform alone or 
in a small ensemble. I strongly encourage 
anyone who has not yet had students 
participate to try it, as the students benefit 
greatly from working to perform on their 
own as well as receive individual feedback 
from a high-quality adjudicator. There are 
specific guidelines related to the number of 
students that can perform as part of a small 
ensemble, these guidelines are different for 

instrumental and vocal ensembles. Please 
refer to the CMEA Bay Section Handbook, 
available on the Bay Section website, for 
specific size requirements.

Once you have registered your students, it 
is important to get the payments in as soon 
as possible to ensure that your registration is 
finalized. All festival registration will take place 
on our new festival registration site. All directors 
who register students for festivals must make a 
user account on the new site, as well as have 
an active NafME (formerly MENC) number 
when they make the payments.

If you need to cancel a registration entry for 
a Solo and Ensemble festival, please contact 
the me at emoore@musd.org  (before you  
receive the festival schedule) or the festival

site host (after you receive the schedule). Any
changes to festival entries must be done no 
later than one week prior to the festival date. 
Also, CMEA Bay Section does not provide 
accompanists for Solo and Ensemble festivals. 
If needed, an accompanist must be arranged 
by either the performer or the director prior 
to the festival.

All rules and regulations regarding small and 
large group festivals are detailed in the CMEA 
Bay Section Handbook, located on the CMEA 
Bay Section website. I recommend reading 
through sections of the handbook that pertain 
to festivals if you have not already done so, 
as it is a great resource for seeking answers 
to questions. If we can assist you in any way, 
please do not hesitate to send me (emoore@
musd.org) or Greg Conway, Assistant Solo and 
Ensemble Festival Coordinator (gconway@
musicathopkins.com) an email. Additionally, 
we are always seeking new site hosts for Solo 
and Ensemble festivals; please contact either 
of us if you are interested in hosting a festival. 
I hope you all have a wonderful year!

NEW CMEA Bay Section Registration Site! 
All information at www.cmeabaysection.org

Solo and Ensemble Festival registration  
opens Thursday, October 1 at 4:00 p.m.

T
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If you have already read any article in 
this edition of Tempo you are aware that 
the coming festival season is in for big 

changes. Adjudication is high on the list of 
those changes.

After countless hours of writing, testing, 
and rewriting new rubrics and devising new 
scoring systems and forms, finalized versions 
of all have been approved by the Bay Section 
Board of Directors, and will be implemented 
in the 2016 festival season. These changes 
affect only large group festivals: band/
orchestra, choral, and jazz. Solo and Ensemble 
festivals will continue to be adjudicated as in 
past years.

I will not reiterate details on the rubrics, 
score sheets, sight-reading, etc., as those 
details have been thoroughly covered in 
other articles in this issue (see articles by 
the Past President, Band, Choral, Jazz, 
and Orchestra Representatives, as well as 
articles by the Large Group and Solo and 
Ensemble Coordinators). My focus will be 
on adjudication.

To ensure that the new festival procedures will 
be implemented in a smooth and consistent 
manner all adjudicators who are assigned to 
large group festivals will be required to attend 
one four-hour workshop in October of this 
year. These workshops are being held early to 
ensure that adjudicators complete training 
prior to contracts being offered in November 
for the forthcoming 2016 festival season. The 
workshops are scheduled for:
 Sunday, October 4, 2015, from 1:00 to  
 5:00 p.m. at Gunn High School

 Sunday, October 25, 2015, from 1:00 to  
 5:00 p.m. at Acalanes High School

Intensive training in interpretation of the new 
rubrics, use of a new sliding scoring system, 
determining values for rating purposes, 
written evaluations, and recorded comments 
will be given by those individuals responsible 
for creating this system. Additional time will 
be devoted to understanding and executing 
the new sight-reading procedures and scoring.

At the Winter Conference in January, 
sessions will be held for directors (as well 
as adjudicators), explaining the new system 
and giving live examples of how it will be 
executed. To ensure that the new system is 
used to its full capability it is most important 
that everyone, directors and adjudicators 
alike, be fully informed of all aspects of these 
exciting changes.

We adjudicators take our role seriously 
and are fully aware that the primary reason 
directors bring their groups to our festivals is 
to receive professional feedback they can use 
with their musical organizations. Sometimes 
the adjudicator will give a brilliant new idea 
or technique, but equally important is the re-
enforcement of what the teacher does daily.

The CMEA Bay Section Board is committed 
to provide our membership with outstanding 
adjudicators at Bay Section festivals. The 
best available adjudicators will be assigned to 
each festival. Directors and seasoned, fellow 
adjudicators evaluate adjudicators throughout 
the festival season. At the conclusion of the 
festival season the Executive Committee of 
the Bay Section evaluates all adjudicators and 
make recommendations for their assignments 
the following year.

It should be noted that when there is a 
conflict between information concerning 
adjudication contained in the Handbook 
and what is stated on the website, the latter 
will take precedent.

I would like to publicly thank Dr. Andy 
Collinsworth and those Board members who 
gave so much of their time and expertise 
to bring about these significant changes. 
We are confident that you, too, will realize 
the educational importance of this and will 
embrace and support the effort.

If you have any questions regarding 
adjudication, please feel free to contact me 
at anytime at cmeabaysectionjudge@comcast.
net. Welcome to a new and exciting festival 
season. T
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Board of Directors
President 
Todd Summers 
Henry M. Gunn High School 
Palo Alto, CA 94306 
650-354-8264 
tsummers@pausd.org

President-Elect 
Rita Zigas-Brown 
Walnut Creek Intermediate School 
Walnut Creek, CA 94597 
925-944-6840 x8622 
rzigas@wcsd.k12.ca.us

Past-President
Dr. Andy Collinsworth 
Sonoma State University 
Rohnert Park, CA 94928 
707-664-4154 
racworth@sonoma.edu

Executive Treasurer
Jon Fey
PO Box 5297 
Pleasanton, CA 94566 
925-989-6093 
treasurer@cmeabaysection.org

Executive Sectretary
Richard Wong  
American High School 
Fremont, CA 94536 
510-796-1776 x57708 
ahsband2003@yahoo.com

Recording Secretary 
Ulices Chavez 
La Loma Jr. High School 
Modesto, CA 95354 
209-576-4627 
chavez.u@monet.k12.ca.us

Adjudication
Orrin C. Cross III
5172 Olive Drive
Concord, CA 94521
925-825-5806
occ3@comcast.net

Membership
Cheryl Yee Glass
San Ramon Valley High School
Danville, CA 94526
925-552-3044
cglass@srvhs.org

Area I
Erika Batten Meeker
Ross School 
Ross, CA 94957 
415)-457-2705 x4325 
erika.batten@gmail.com

Area I Assistant
Mateo Dillaway
Venetia Valley School 
San Rafael, CA 94903 
415-492-3150 
mdillaway@srcs,org

Area II
Nick Cooper 
Valley View Middle School
Pleasant Hill, CA 94523
925-381-5206  
coopern@mdusd.org

Area II Assistant
Jorge Jiménez 
College Park High School
Pleasant Hill, CA 94523
925-682-7670 x3230  
jimenezj@mdusd.org

Area III 
Paul Lorigan 
Horner Jr. High School 
Fremont, CA 94538 
510-656-4000 x48050 
bandandchoir@hotmail.com

Area III Assistant 
Nelson Agregado 
Alvarado Middle School 
Union City, CA 94587 
510-489-0700
nagregado@nhusd.k12.ca.us

Area IV
Ashley Briar 
Blaker-Kinser Jr. High School  
Ceres, CA 95307 
209-556-1810 
abriar@ceres.k12.ca.us

Area IV Assistant
Angela Allured 
Calaveras High School  
San Andreas, CA 95249 
209-754-1811 
aallured@calaveras.k12.ca.us

Area V
Maritza Spieller
Lawson Middle School 
Cupertino, CA 95014 
spieller_maritza@cusdk8.org  

Area V Assistant 
Shelley Durbin 
Kennedy Middle School 
Cupertino, CA 95014 
831-430-6302 
durbin_shelley@cusdk8.org

Area VI
Raymond Galela
El Camino High School
South San Francisco, CA 94080
650-877-8806  
rgalela@ssfusd.org 

Area VI Assistant
Helene Grotans 
Borel Middle School 
San Mateo, CA 94402 
650-312-7208  
hgrotans@smfcsd.net

Area VII
Matthew Smith  
American Canyon High School 
American Canyon, CA 94503 
707-265-2710 
mjsmith@nvusd.org

Area VII Assistant
Glenn Walp  
Benicia Middle School 
Benicia, CA 94510 
707-748-2779 
gwalp@beniciaunified.org

Area VIII
Kira Dixon 
Silver Creek High School 
San José, CA 95121 
408-347-5600 
dixonk@esuhsd.org

Area VIII Assistant 
Michael Gomez 
William C. Overfelt High School 
San José, CA 95122 
408-347-5962 
gomezm@esuhsd.org

Band
Craig Bryant 
Albany High School 
Albany, CA 94706 
415-235-1496 
craigmbryant@gmail.com

Band Assistant
Efrain Hinojosa
Central Valley High School 
Ceres, CA 95355
209-556-1900 x5158
ehinojosa@ceres.k12.ca.us

Choral
Bruce Lengacher
Acalanes High School
Lafayette, CA 94549
510-333-2065  
blengacher@acalanes.k12.ca.us

Choral Assistant
Lisa Jouaneh  
River School 
Napa, CA 94558 
707-253-6813 
ljouaneh@nvusd.org

Classroom/General Music
Zack Pitt-Smith 
Edna Brewer Middle School 
Oakland, CA 94610 
510-599-4321  
zackpittsmith@gmail.com 

Conference Host 
Timothy Harris 
Chabot College 
Hayward, CA 94545 
510-723-6833 
tharris@chabotcollege.edu

Higher Education
Dr. Danielle Gaudry
CSU_East Bay
Hayward, CA 94542
510-885-3285
danielle.gaudry@csueastbay.edu

Jazz
Keith Johnson
El Cerrito High School
El Cerrito, CA 94530
510-231-1437 x26418
keith@echsbands.com

Large Group Festivals
Julie Bounds
6017 Snell Ave. #492 
San José, CA 95123 
stmusicteacher@gmail.com 

Medals 
Joseph Scott 
Clayton Valley Charter High School 
Concord, CA 94521 
925-682-7474 
joseph.scott@claytonvalley.org

Multicultural
Dr. John Calloway
San Francisco State University
San Francisco, CA 94132
415-200-9855 
newjazzflute@gmail.com

Music and Technology
Jeff Morton
Homestead High School 
Cupertino, CA 95014 
408-522-2554 
jeff_morton@fuhsd.org

Orchestra
Sandra L. Lewis
Henry M. Gunn High School  
Palo Alto, CA 94306  
408-806-5550 
slewis@pausd.org

Orchestra Assistant
Brant Nishida 
Tassajara Hills Elementary School 
Danville, CA 94506 
bnishida@srvusd.net 

Public Relations
Lindsey Ferreira 
Los Cerros Middle School 
Danville, CA 94526 
925-855-6869 
lferreira@srvusd.net

Solo & Ensemble Festivals 
Emily Moore
Milpitas High School 
Milpitas, CA. 95035
emoore@musd.org 

Solo & Ensemble Festival Asst.
Greg Conway
Hopkins Jr. High School
Fremont, CA 94539
510-656-3500 x38023
gconway@musicathopkins.com

Student CMEA Member 
Kaitlin Simoneau 
CSU_East Bay 
Hayward, CA 94542 
805-235-7599 
ksimoneau@horizon.csueastbay.edu

Tempo Editor
Heidi Cross
5172 Olive Drive
Concord, CA 94521
925-825-5806
cmeabaysectiontempo@comcast.net

Webmaster
Richard Wong  
American High School 
Fremont, CA 94536 
510-796-1776 x57708 
ahsband2003@yahoo.com
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CALIFORNIA MUSIC 
EDUCATORS ASSOCIATION
CMEA Bay Section – Tempo
5172 Olive Drive
Concord, CA 94521

Our mission is to promote the advancement of music education; 
to cultivate social and educational interaction among its members;  

and to assist members in seeking individual and  
collective growth as musicians, educators, and administrators.  

CMEA Bay Section is a nonprofit organization.

Mission Statement
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